The majority of refugees and forcibly displaced persons seek refuge in
cities
Rapid movements of people into cities can cause strains of
infrastructure, basic services and the housing market
Displacement is increasingly protracted
City Profiling enables multi-sectoral impacts of displacement to be
assessed and interventions that address strains to be identified and
prioritized
The City Investment Facility enables the flow of capital into urban
development projects

The Structure of CIF
Towards blended
financing
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Reengaging projects with feedback

SDG Cities Global Initiative
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Open Call for projects
UN-Habitat Projects
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Feasibility Studies
Partner driven prefeasibility advisory
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Reengaging projects with feedback

CIF Project
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CIF Project Selection
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with
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CIF Projects

Covid Priority Sectors:
•
Affordable Housing
•
Water & Sanitation
•
Waste Management
•
Informal Settlements Upgrading
*As of October 2020

Added Value of CIF
Phase

Added Value that CIF brings to a project in this phase

• Projects actively align with SDGs – receiving individualized assessment and advisory throughout prefeasibility and feasibility.

Project
planning

• Projects are more bankable and de-risked – having received bespoke technical assistance and
bankability advisory at pre-feasibility and feasibility stages.
• Shortening project lifecycle – between 3 and 9 months from concept to feasibility.
• All sustainable development projects in cities are eligible for support – unlike other existing project
preparation facilities, CIF is not a specialist fund, and caters to projects that may fall outside the scope
of existing facilities. Further, CIF welcomes partnerships with other users and facilities.
• Wider public awareness — showcased on CI Portal, and at Regional and World Urban Forums, and
matched with diverse and early-stage investors.

Project
financing

• Equipped with i) feasibility studies and ii) SDG alignment reports tailored to the investors’ needs.
• Securing private sector capital through investor outreach, and a blended finance approach.
• Bridges the gap – allows for secondary cities to aggregate projects and reach larger-cap investors that
may not have been otherwise interested in the investment opportunity.

